Copyright issues are significant for worldwide information sharing, while mutual understanding about the commonalities and differences among international copyright law articles is difficult due to the diversity of legal knowledge representation. The goal of our research is to propose an appropriate methodology and capture a uniform conceptual model that will provide semantic level representation for processing and modelling international legal knowledge using ontological technology. This paper proposes a preliminary intention-oriented legal knowledge model as a pivotal model that, from the viewpoint of intention behind the law, manages and models legal knowledge derived from international law documents. We develop a domain ontology -international copyright law ontology, which is used as a fundamental conceptual framework to maintain consistency among diverse legal knowledge representations.
Introduction
Information sharing worldwide offers a great opportunity for widespread, quick and efficient utilization of creative materials. One of the major challenges to realizing healthy and meaningful information resource sharing today is the management of copyrighted works, and legal knowledge management regarding different national copyright laws. The management of copyright legal knowledge derived from different countries must begin with a fundamental understanding of the general principles of copyright law. Common understanding of international legal knowledge and a legal knowledge management platform based on such understanding are necessary to build a healthy and legitimate resource sharing environment.
The difficulties encountered in management and organization of multinational legal knowledge are great. In the field of copyright law, especially concerning the diverse national codification (from law article level), it is necessary to clarify the commonalities and differences of articles, and represent them in an explicit way for semantic searching and mapping. Our research objective is to develop an
Narrative overview of an international law articles consulting system

The jam of copyright knowledge management in information sharing
A law is a series of articles represented by text, and each article prohibits activities undesirable in human society, permits reasonable activities or forces people to do desirable activities. Each nation of the world has its own legal system which depends heavily on the nation's language, culture, customs, history and so on. Getting intercultural collaborators of information sharing to understand critically about the commonalities and differences between their own and others' diverse legal knowledge representation is important in order to facilitate cross-cultural interaction, learning and appreciation.
In general, it is not easy for non-experts to comprehend or grasp the essence of law articles derived from foreign legal documents, even if there is no natural language barrier. It falls outside the scope of this research to perform natural language translation. For consistency, the English translation version is considered as the standard text, instead of using each native language representation. We confine ourselves to the issue of diversity of knowledge representation in different nations' legal systems.
For example, the Japanese legal system has a legal subsystem to regulate in detail the educational activities using copyrighted work, while the Chinese one does not have a similar representation of such regulation. In the Chinese legal system, a legal subsystem regulates the use of copyrighted work in public activities that include educational activities. The two legal systems frame very similar regulations on educational activities because both of them are based on the similar legal intention of 'protect exemptible usage rights'. The differences between the structures of law documents come from the degree of granularity of conceptualization of 'public activities'.
An ontology-aware international articles consulting system
A key requirement for a common conceptual foundation is that it should be less dependent on a nation-specific conceptualization of a legal system. In this research, we take an ontological approach to model legal systems to satisfy the key requirement mentioned. A simple solution to the problem shown in the aforementioned example is to model 'educational activity' as 'a-kind-of (is-a) public activity' and reveal the implicit common legal intention, 'protect exemptible usage rights', behind the two legal subsystems. To address the above issue, we adopted an ontological approach to legal systems using the intention-oriented legal knowledge model, in which the intention behind law is supposed to be working as a suitable pivot among different legal systems.
The main difficulty in building an ontology is to identify and classify the items of a given domain. Since classification criteria depend on purpose and are not universal, we do not seek to build a universal ontology, but merely a special ontology for copyright knowledge management in intercultural collaboration. International copyright law ontology, as a domain ontology, is intended to capture the essential conceptual entities and relationships in the knowledge structure about international copyright. With the help of ICLOnto, we want to represent and store models of typical intentions behind copyright law articles, and facilitate users' analysis and understanding of commonalities or differences among law articles in different countries by referring to the models as the corresponding pivot.
The international copyright law articles consulting system (under development) is an intelligent article management environment that is now being developed. Its functions are designed based on intentions of law and legal activities defined in the intention-oriented legal knowledge model. There are two law articles in the article browser of Figure 1 . In this case, how could a non-expert user detect the correspondences of these two law articles, regarding Japanese and Chinese copyright law? One more example: academic intercommunication is becoming increasingly frequent all over Wenhuan Lu and Mitsuru Ikeda the world. Most teaching staff are not expert in domestic law, to say nothing of foreign law. To refer to the relevant law document or consult with a law expert is a process both time-consuming and labour intensive, which is doubtless a bottleneck of valid educational activities and rapid education development. With the article consulting system's help, teachers can easily know the counterpart law article in foreign legal systems.
The typical functions of the system designed are mainly three-fold: • Browsing services: services support the users in browsing national copyright law articles of many nations according to their need.
• Matching and retrieval services: services support the users in matching content benefit if the intentional orientation of a copyright law article is made explicit. Based on matching, the correlative articles can be retrieved. (We should notice that this paper emphasizes this function, as shown in Figure 1 . An in-depth analysis of how the system supports matching based on ICLOnto will be elaborated in Section 6.)
• Guidance and consulting services: services help to clarify the users' problems by modelling the user's situation, and suggest a typical procedure to solve those problems by providing copyright law article information.
A cognitive interface of the article consulting system is shown in Figure 1 . The upper left part of the cognitive interface is used to input the profile information of the original article, including law ID and nation. The user can designate a target nation for his/her request. The lower left part of the window is the monitor part to provide the user with conceptual index information of the law article modelled in iLKM. If the user clicks 'Mapping', the detailed article contents will be shown in the right part of the window, the article browser, which contains both the original article and the target article. At the bottom left, the appropriate mapped law ID will be indicated to meet the user's request for a target nation copyright law.
iLKM providing capability of handling the diversity of knowledge representation
As mentioned above, a copyright law is a series of articles represented by text to regulate the various actions and relationships of copyrights existing in the real world. Each nation of the world has
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Journal of Information Science, 34 (1) its own copyright legal system which depends heavily on national culture, customs and history. As shown in Figure 2 , there are different legal representations to describe a single law phenomenon, such as law article (LA) derived from the United States, United Kingdom, China or Japan. We need to find an independent 'thing', which works as a desirable pivot amongst different law representations, and which corresponds with this law phenomenon. We call it the intention-oriented legal knowledge model (iLKM).
We produced this pivotal model (iLKM) to handle the diversity of legal knowledge representation from two separate models: a law article model and an intention model. The law article model is a model of static profile information of articles. The intention model is a model representing the essential meaning of law per se to capture the commonalities and differences among law articles.
Law article model
Even though there is diversity of both legal systems and legal knowledge representations in each nation, national copyright laws always embody some underlying common components from the legislative point of view. In general, one copyright article contains four aspects of basic information, which can be considered as a blend of four elements. They are the law document per se, natural language expression, national derivation, and legal resource identification which is used to point out a uniform legal resource locator.
We model 'law article' as a concept that consists of four elements in accordance with the above analysis: (1) country name, (2) text, (3) language, and (4) law IDs (as shown in Figure 3a ). These elements are reserved for specifying the basic static information of a law article necessary for international law article mapping.
Intention model
In contrast to profile information, the law article, as a kind of document, should represent its functional information; that is the intention of this document. We model the 'Intention Of Document' consisting of two slots: essential part (1) 'IntentionOfLaw', and execution part (2) 'Legal Activity'. Moreover we choose to use the Web Ontology Language (OWL) paradigm according to the W3C recommendation [8] in order to describe reusable module structures, because this seems to have become the new standard for processing information in a web-based environment. Meanwhile,
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Journal of Information Science, 34 (1) OWL is designed for use by applications that need to process information in addition to displaying information to humans. In comparison to XML, RDF, and RDF Schema (RDF-S), it facilitates better machine interpretability of web content since it provides additional vocabulary along with formal semantics. These two slots both constitute core ingredients of 'Intention Of Document' for they clarify the essential meaning of law per se (we call it 'IntentionOfLaw') and figure out how to put this intention into practice by legal activity. For instance, the intention 'to PROTECT' (author's economic rights) can be realized by a legal activity 'to prohibit' (copy of author's work for sale without permission or payment).
This research attempts to develop a common conceptual foundation to represent commonalities or differences among different national copyright laws. We propose an ontological approach to systematize and conceptualize copyright legal knowledge with the intention-oriented legal knowledge model (iLKM) in which the intention behind the law should work as a suitable pivot among different national legal systems. The first task is to develop iLKM to appropriately reflect the meaning of the legal articles. In order to capture the essential meaning of law articles and facilitate their modelling, 'IntentionOfLaw' is modelled as a verb or verb phrase, which consists of four typical concepts ('PROTECTCopyright', 'PROTECTExemptibleUsageRights', 'DEFINELegalTerm', and 'EXEMPT') to clarify four kinds of intention of laws. As argued above, 'IntentionOfLaw' is viewed as an essential part, which will be implemented by various legal activities (known as the execution part, clarified in Section 4.3) in different countries.
• The concept of 'PROTECTCopyright' (Figure3b1) and the concept of 'PROTECTExemptibleUsageRights' are both kinds of single intention, which specify an article has only one intention, that is, to protect. The object of single intention is something that appears as a focus of intentional behaviour (this behaviour here reflects the intention of law article). What can play the role of object is constrained by sets of rights defined in copyright law.
• The concept of 'DEFINELegalTerm' is a kind of single intention that assigns a meaning to a legal term or its variant form used in a law article. The object of 'DEFINELegalTerm' is a class.
• In contrast to the above two concepts, 'EXEMPT' (Figure3b2) is a compound intention that specifies at least two single intentions involved in one article, and interaction takes place between these intentions. The interaction will be considered as a domination relation between 'rights' or a domination relation between 'activities' in order to account for intention to exempt.
Description of the domain ontology of international copyright laws
Ontology was taken from philosophy concerned with the study of the systematic explanation of being. Ontologies have emerged as an important research area in artificial intelligence from the end of the twentieth century. Guarino [9] proposes using 'Ontology' (with capital 'O') and 'ontology' (with lower case 'o') to refer to the philosophical and knowledge engineering senses respectively. He argues that an ontology is a logic theory which gives an explicit, partial account of a conceptualization, while ontologies are defined as an explicit specification of a conceptualization, following Gruber [10] . Ontologies have been shown to have benefits in a number of areas:
• knowledge sharing;
• knowledge reuse;
• verification and validation;
• domain theory development;
• knowledge acquisition.
Many important projects such as CYC [11] , KACTUS [12] , TOVE [13] and SENSUS [14] use ontology for knowledge representation. The knowledge representation ontologies capture the representation Wenhuan Lu and Mitsuru Ikeda primitives used to formalize knowledge under a given knowledge representation paradigm [15] . As well as this important reason, ontologies form the foundation of the legal knowledge system in knowledge representation.
To reach the aforementioned research objective, we need to design and develop an ontology that conceptualizes different national copyright law articles from an intentional perspective. We use HOZO [16] for ontology development of concepts and relationships that represent the legal domain and store the copyright knowledge derived from different countries. HOZO is an ontology editing tool based on a frame-based knowledge representation, which allows for the creation of classes and properties, in addition to a graphic representation of the ontology, the hierarchy of classes and the properties. The concept defined in this ontology stands for a particular intentional role which a legal article plays, for instance the 'PrivateInterest' can be protected by performing different legal activities in different countries. In the following, we will describe the classes, properties and relationships in the domain ontology (ICLOnto).
Concept of 'Rights'
Legal rights are, clearly, rights which exist under the rules of legal systems. From the copyright law point of view, in international copyright law ontology (ICLOnto) 'Rights' is a key and complex concept consisting of person involved, related work, and interests affected by rights. To define a key concept with ontology, we should clarify what related concepts contribute to this key concept. For example, in the HOZO conceptual framework, 'Rights' is a key concept, while 'Person', 'Work', and 'Interests' are all related concepts; i.e. a certain person is the right owner, and this work is the target of this right, and this right is always for some sort of interests ('PrivateInteresets' or 'PublicIntereserts'). We can easily detect the relationship between 'Rights', and 'Person/Work/Interests' from this framework. The concept of 'Rights' is clarified and conceptualized in ontology.
At the topmost of the definition hierarchy, the concept of 'Rights' is classified into two subconcepts, which are, 'Copyright' and 'UsageRights'. 'Copyright' has mainly followed the World Intellectual Property Organization recommendations [17] . Figure 4 shows the included rights hierarchy starting from 'Rights'. There are three sub-concepts: 'EconomicRights' and 'MoralRights', as promoted by the WIPO, and 'NeighbouringRights' (or 'RelatedRights'). And further sub-concepts have been defined to follow them. 'MoralRights', for instance, has sub-concepts like 'RightsOfAuthorship', 'RightsOfAlternation', 'RightsOfIntegrity', 'RightsOfPublication' and so forth.
'UsageRights' we have defined; actually that is a kind of right to consume copyrighted work. It has been further distinguished into two types: rights for general usage and rights for exemptible usage. As for 'GeneralUsageRights', (A1) the participant involved is a person who represents their own 'PrivateInterests', and (A2) the effect brought about by 'Rights' is certain 'PrivateInterests' (e.g. interests of a general user who utilizes the copyrighted work for profitable business). The relationship between these two 'PrivateInterests' in A1 and A2 is either selfsame or is-a kind of relation depending on case. On the other hand, as for 'ExemptibleUsageRights', (B1) the participant involved is a person who represents certain 'PublicInterests', and (B2) the effect brought about by these 'Rights' is also a kind of 'PublicInterests' (e.g. the interests of a journalist who utilizes the copyrighted work for non-profit reportage).
Basic concept of 'Person' and role concept of 'Participant'
In legal dictionary terms, 'Person' is defined as (a) a human being (we call it 'Natural Person' in our ontology); and (1) static information (profiles such as name, gender, nationality, ID, age and affiliation for 'Natural Person'; name, nationality, location, builtTime for 'Corporate Person'), and (2) dynamic information including certain rights held and certain interests represented (as shown in Figure 5 ).
The most important reason why we choose HOZO as editing tool is that it can treat the concept of role clearly. According to [18] , when an ontology is seriously used to model the real world by generating instances and then connecting them, users have to be careful not to confuse the role, such as librarian, mother, fuel, etc., with other basic concepts such as human, water, oil, etc. Three different classes are identified to deal with the concept of role appropriately:
• role concept: a concept representing a role dependent on a context;
• basic concept: a concept which does not need other concepts to be defined; and
• role holder: an entity of a basic concept which is holding the role.
Knowledge of the legal domain implicates complicated relationships among humans and combines diverse social disciplines, such as ethical, economic, psychological, and philosophical research. As a result, unambiguous classification and definition are required in the representation of legal knowledge and in the construction of legal arguments. Using the concept of role in HOZO, it is quite helpful to clarify intricate legal relationships among legal subjects. The 'Participant' as
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Journal of Information Science, 34 (1) role concept is defined here (as shown in Figure 6 ), and represents a role which a person plays in a specific legal context, and it is defined with other concepts (e.g. activity). These leaf nodes contain incomplete lists, for example, there can be other types of role concept of 'End-user(R)' in addition to 'Teacher(R)', 'Librarian(R)' and 'Journalist(R)'.
'Legal Activity' and 'Domain Activity'
As argued above, an intention of law can be put into practice by a legal activity. It should be noted that it is a special characteristic of iLKM to distinguish the concept of 'Legal Activity' from the concept of 'Domain Activity'; this provides a pragmatic approach to clarify the commonalities and differences based on 'IntentionOfLaw'. The object of 'Legal Activity' is restricted by sets of 'Activity' (it might be either 'Legal Activity' or 'Domain Activity') or 'Rights'; while for the object of 'Domain Activity', it would be 'Entity', 'Substance' (e.g. copyrighted work, human being, and so forth) or 'Rights'.
In essence, every legal or illegal act has a specifically juridical meaning. 'Legal norms themselves are present as the meaning of certain "acts of will": law-creating acts of will […] "Norm" is the meaning of an act by which a certain behavior is commanded, permitted, or authorized' [19, 20] . The subject of legal activity is law per se, which represents the will of legislators. Therefore the subconcept of 'Legal Activity' is capable of interpreting certain acts of will from a legal point of view (e.g. 'permit', 'forbid', 'prohibit', 'oblige', 'grant', 'authorize', 'enable' and so forth). The pragmatic initiative of iLKM is to match diverse representations of 'Legal Activity' semantically among national copyright laws by detecting the same or similar 'IntentionOfLaw'.
The role of relational concepts
A relation is a modelling construct which links (sets of) objects to each other, expressing interdependencies among phenomena. A relation may state the consequences of some event, or impose new roles on existing objects. ICLOnto is composed of concepts necessary to explain the target world (copyright legal knowledge) and the relationships between these concepts. The most basic
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relationship is the general-specific (is-a) relationship, and description using concept labels and hierarchy with the 'is-a' relationship is the most primitive ontology.
In contrast to the wholeness concept, in which a concept of a thing is considered as a whole and is composed of multiple concepts, the relational concept is a conceptualized relationship between multiple concepts [18] . The number of arguments in a relation is not restricted. Currently in ICLOnto, the binary relation is viewed as the main type of conceptualized relationship. The relational concept can be used to link any types of concept to each other, including basic concepts (e.g. 'IntentionOfLaw' and 'Legal Activity'), role concepts (e.g. between 'Participants'), and role holders (e.g. between the instances of 'Participants'). In Table 1 above we give some examples of relational concepts defined in ICLOnto.
Categorization of statement of law article
'Definition Statement' and 'Expectation Statement'
In general, the syntactic structure of a copyright law article is found in the combination of two distinctive statements, that is, the statement related to a technical definition of legal terms, and the statement of cognitive expectation. We have made a distinction between the following two types of statements:
• The former is called the 'Definition Statement', by which law articles specify or define the meaning of legal terms involved in laws, e.g. 1: 'Author' means a person who creates a work (JP Article2-ii).
2
• The latter is called 'Expectation Statement' by which law articles regulate the action of participants and relationships between them, e.g. 2: it shall be permissible to broadcast or diffuse by wire a work already made public, in broadcasting programmes or wire diffusion programs which conform to the curriculum standards provided for in regulations on school education, and to reproduce it in teaching materials for these programmes, to the extent deemed necessary for the purpose of school education (JP Article34-1).
The articles with an 'Expectation Statement' can be detected as prohibiting undesirable activities in human society, or permitting reasonable activities or forcing subjects to do desirable ones. Undoubtedly for the 'Expectation Statement', the precise meanings of its components should be sought in the article with a 'Definition Statement'. For instance, the meaning of 'broadcasting' and 'wire diffusion' shown in e.g. 2 are defined in the following articles with a 'Definition Statement':
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(JP Article2-viii) 'broadcasting' means the public transmission of radio communication intended for simultaneous reception by the public of the transmission having the same contents.
(JP Article2-ixbis) 'wire diffusion' means the public transmission of wire-telecommunication intended for simultaneous reception by the public of the transmission having the same contents.
The 'Definition Statement' is related to a single intention of 'DEFINELegalTerm', and two elements 'IntentionOfLaw' and 'Law IDs' are clarified to model a law article using 'DEFINELegalTerm'. Meanwhile the diversity of legal knowledge representation of one single phenomenon mainly exists in the law article with 'Expectation Statement'. Therefore, iLKM energetically contributes to handling legal knowledge containing an 'Expectation Statement'.
Can legal knowledge containing a 'Definition Statement' and legal knowledge containing an 'Expectation Statement' be organized in the same way?
In view of the analysis conducted above, it is easy to directly organize and conceptualize legal knowledge containing a 'Definition Statement' into an ontology. The ontology engineering approach is the way to provide a basis for an information model for system developers, system users, and a system to share concepts and relations of the target world [4, 5] . Concepts and relations in an ontology are well clarified to be intelligible to both computers and humans. Knowledge about 'what the "author" is' can be directly organized in a shareable conceptual frame structure.
In contrast, we need the iLKM to cope with legal knowledge containing an 'Expectation Statement', which is supposed to clarify the diversity of expression in 'Expectation Statements' among different countries. A law article with an 'Expectation Statement' should be modelled with 'IntentionOfLaw', 'Legal Activity', and 'Law IDs'.
In this study, semantic mapping of international copyright laws, by systematizing and conceptualizing legal knowledge, is typically achieved in three affinitive layers: ontology layer, law model layer, and case model layer. iLKM is a model of law, a kind of abstract modelling, which models legal knowledge including intention of law, activity, legal claims, and relations. The case model is expected to model the general usage situation existing in worldwide information sharing, and each case has a context (scenario) that demarcates the commonality or the difference of legal representation among different counties, which facilities the process of legal information exchange and increases the applicability of the intelligent consulting system to different cases.
An example of international law articles matching
In this paper, we have opted for use of the current Chinese Copyright Law and the current Japanese Copyright Law to serve as examples. Here we revisit the class and properties defined in ICLOnto to illustrate the two articles mentioned in Section 2.2. Let us assume that here two relevant queries are how the Chinese law and the Japanese law treat the moral rights of an author and whether they are the same or not. Using text processing only, it is hard to find the semantic similarity between the above two articles. There are just clusters of unstructured words and phrases, i.e. 'moral rights of author', 'exclusively personal', 'inalienable' in (a), and 'rights of authorship', 'rights of alternation', 'rights of integrity', 'unlimited', 'in time' in (b).
The legal knowledge of two articles has been conceptualized with iLKM in Figure 7 . For Japan (a), the essential part -intention -is 'PROTECTCopyrights' (moral right of author is a kind of copyright).
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The object of this intention here is 'MoralRights'. While for China (b), the essential part -intention -is 'PROTECTCopyrights' and the object of this intention is also 'MoralRights', since 'right of authorship' (object-1 in ), 'right of integrity' (object-2 in ) and 'right of alteration' (object-3 in ) are all sub-concepts of 'moral rights', as seen by referring to ICLOnto. In other words, in the well-defined ontology these four concepts are considered as a real single node, just different granularities employed by Japanese lawmakers and Chinese lawmakers, respectively. This is exactly why we argued the ontology-aware match of legal articles is powerful. On the other hand, for Japan (a) the execution part -activity -is conceptualized as 'to prohibit', which is a kind of legal activity; and the object of 'to prohibit' is 'transfer', which is a kind of domain activity. The legal knowledge about how to realize the intention is conceptualized from the 'act' point of view due to the activities occurring repeatedly throughout the legal domain. This does not come as a surprise, since the same act can occur in many different contexts without having a (completely) different meaning. Our guidance in the process of modelling law articles with iLKM is based on the principles of legislative drafting: how to regulate action. Therefore the first thing that catches the attention is the vocabulary that can be expressive for interpretation of action. The 'personal and inalienable' in Japan (a) implies how to regulate the action -transfer. In the meanwhile, for China (b) the execution part -activity is conceptualized as 'to protect' directly in terms of the legislative fact that protects an author's moral right for ever (interpreted by the term 'unlimited'). Figure 7 makes clear both the structural similarity and relationship of reflection at the semantic level. Such structural similarity reflects the semantic similarity that provides the shareable common conceptual foundation between the Japanese article and the Chinese article. It can be expected that such structural similarity can derive the right answers to the questions above.
Meanwhile there is no legal content to regulate if moral rights can be transferred (a-kind-of domain activity) in Chinese law. However these two articles about moral rights have been augmented with iLKM. Based on the same intention ('PROTECTCopyrights'), the implicit legal knowledge is revealed, that is, law prohibits the moral rights of the author from being transferred in Chinese legal systems too.
Related works
Many organizations and researchers have tried and are trying to enhance shareability and reusability of legal knowledge and legal information using ontological techniques. In the last several decades, important efforts in this field have appeared. The following related works are worthy of note.
McCarty's language of legal discourse (LLD) supported the following modalities: time, events and actions, and deontic expressions [21] . Hamfelt and Barklund proposed and implemented a representation of legal knowledge in which Hart's theory was cast in meta-levels of a logic programming formalism [22] . Allen and Saxon's language for legal relations (LLR) transformed Hohfeldian legal theory [23, 24] . Valente's FOLaw distinguishes the various types of knowledge in legal reasoning, including normative knowledge, meta-legal knowledge, world knowledge, responsibility knowledge, reactive knowledge, and creative knowledge [25, 26] . Breuker's LRI-Core, a core ontology for law, from the thought of a common sense foundational ontology, included five major categories in the top layer of LRI-Core: physical, mental, abstract, role, and occurrence [27, 28] . Open digital rights language (ODRL) has been developed to build an open standard for expressing machine-readable licences for digital materials [29] . IPROnto formalizes a semantic web approach, and structures intellectual property rights information [30] .
These works try either to formalize and systematize legal theory or knowledge, or to cope with copyright management within one legal system, but all of them could be said to operate at a higher level of abstraction that may serve a number of purposes. However, the ontology we have developed is concerned with the diversity of legal representations of law articles and tries to handle the difficulties of matching law articles among different nations' copyright law systems.
Concluding remarks
This paper gives a description of an effort to build a domain ontology concerning multinational copyright law -international copyright law ontology (ICLOnto) -with an intention-oriented legal knowledge model (iLKM) that is a suitable pivotal model coping with a diversity of legal representation. The intention behind law is modelled as the core of this conceptualized framework that may be used to reflect the essential meanings of law documents derived from different countries, as well as the approach in which we can clarify the commonalities and differences of international copyright laws.
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During the construction of the domain ontology, since a compromise has to be reached between the power of expression and the level of complexity, the remaining power of expression mainly depends on the purpose of the models. In ICLOnto the vocabulary is extracted from the domain through an analysis of source documents (in our case the text of the international copyright laws). Generic elements of vocabulary for describing intention have been defined as elements that retain their meaning throughout various law documents from different legal systems. Therefore the generality of upper concepts in ICLOnto can make it possible and easier not only to model international copyright law articles from an intention perspective, but also to extend ontology in the future. We have given an example in order to show how elements of the intention of law can be explicated and serve as bridges for semantic mapping in terms of the model. With the capability of iLKM and ICLOnto, the international copyright law articles consulting system, as an intelligent management environment of copyright knowledge, can provide flexible multi-functions for users handling information sharing at the legal level. These main support functions include browsing services, matching and retrieval services, and guidance and consulting services. Work in the near future will take into account the case model (instance model) in order to verify case-specific conceptualization as well as to expand the domain ontology.
